Chapter Two. Imported Cosmetics and Colonial Crucibles:

Pre-histories to the Twentieth-century Use of Commercial Skin Lighteners

This draft chapter is part of my current book project that examines the production, consumption, and opposition to skin lighteners in South Africa and tracks how these processes were intimately related to developments in Europe, Asia, East Africa, the broader southern Africa region, and particularly the United States. Although skin lighteners generated significant profits and controversy in all of these locales over the past century, they have garnered scarce historical attention. The overarching aim of this transregional and transnational history is to demonstrate how changing politics of gender, race, and consumption developed through the movement of people, ideas, and especially things between a range of locations.

Much of my book is focused on the second half of the twentieth century. In the wake of the Second World War, the sale of skin lighteners took off as black South Africans became more engaged in capitalist consumer culture and the elaboration of apartheid further heightened the political and social salience of nuances in skin color. By the 1960s, skin lighteners were a mass produced and consumed commodity in South Africa; one marketing survey from 1969 found that among urban African women, skin lightening creams ranked as the fourth most commonly used household product after soap, tea, and tinned milk. Over the 1970s, two different forms of opposition to skin lighteners emerged: one rooted in the Black Consciousness movement and its political affirmation of “Black is Beautiful,” and the other, in medical professionals’ health concerns over the main active ingredients then found in skin lighteners, notably ammoniated...
mercury and hydroquinone. During the 1980s, these two strands of opposition became intertwined, turning condemnation of skin lighteners into a corollary of the anti-apartheid movement. In 1990, in the final months of apartheid, activists achieved a significant victory. The South African government, following a number of other countries, banned hydroquinone (mercury had already been banned) from all cosmetics. Moreover, South Africa became the only country in the world to prohibit cosmetic advertisements from making any claims to “bleaching,” “lightening,” or “whitening.” Although these restrictions brought an end to the in-country mass manufacture of skin lighteners, a relatively robust illicit market in imported skin lighteners persists to the present.

Early chapters of my book take the story further back in time. The first chapter explores the deep history of skin color diversity in southern Africa, and examines indigenous ways of caring for and coloring the body that predated European colonization. This second chapter traces the history of whitening and lightening cosmetics in Europe, Asia, and the United States, and tracks how immigrants from those areas introduced these products and associated practices to southern Africa from the late seventeenth century through the 1920s. It also considers the two colonial crucibles – domestic service and mission schools – through which black southern Africans encountered them. Within the framework of my book, the purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate the long and complex history of skin whiteners and lighteners among Asians and especially Europeans, and to suggest how and why these cosmetics eventually gained traction among some black southern Africans.

* * * * *

Some, if not all, of the Europeans who established a colony at the Cape in the late 1600s would have been familiar with cosmetic skin whiteners. During the early modern period, skin
whiteners were experiencing a revival in Europe. In the broader Mediterranean and Near Eastern world, such cosmetics had been part of elite women’s toiletries for centuries and even millennia.

Archaeological, textual, and artistic evidence suggests that cosmetics users in ancient Mesopotamia, Egypt, Greece, and Rome frequently created a dramatic look by pairing face paints containing white lead or chalk with eye make-up of black kohl, and rouge and lip colorants derived from red ochre, mercury, and lead. On occasion, crushed mica, similar to what David Livingstone observed being used in nineteenth-century southern Africa, was added to eye preparations for a glistening effect. The pale, smooth skin that resulted from white face paint provided a striking contrast to dark, colorful, and shiny features. In these agricultural and socially stratified societies, it also evidenced one’s privileged avoidance of outdoor labor. For women especially, white-colored skin embodied elite status and a refined lifestyle.

Women’s use of skin whiteners took place in an ancient Mediterranean world that included people with significant diversity in natural skin color, ranging from dark and moderate pigmentation, capable of deep tanning, to quite light. Africans of various shades from the sub-continent contributed to this diversity, having traveled north and east from their homelands as either enslaved people or on their own accord. When ancient artists depicted these Africans in frescoes or on pottery, they usually painted their skin in dark brown or reddish-brown hues. Yet, not all skin color contrasts in ancient art reflected phenotypic differences. Both Egyptian and early Greek artists tended to portray female figures with stark white pigment while depicting male figures with dark reddish pigment, making the representation of skin color as much a matter of gender as ethnicity or race. Greek writers, overwhelmingly men, similarly associated white skin achieved through confinement and avoidance of the sun with the feminine virtues of
refinement, obedience, and fertility. To help achieve this beauty ideal, some women used cosmetic whiteners.

The most prized skin whitener in classical Greece and the Roman Empire was white lead, also known as ceruse. It was the same substance used to paint buildings and works of art. For cosmetics, it was ground finely to avoid a gritty look or feel. Compared with other whitening preparations made from chalk, flour, or rice, white lead was valued for its smooth texture, its ability to adhere to the skin without an oil base, and the capacity for even a thin layer to provide an opaque covering that could conceal blemishes, marks, and freckles. When users ventured outside, white lead also blocked the sun and prevented tanning. These effects came at a price. Several classical writers recognized the health hazards of lead-based cosmetics, including the loss of the skin’s youthful tone, severe abdominal pain, paralysis, and, in some cases, death. Such writers ridiculed users left undeterred by these ill-health consequences.¹

The collapse of the Roman Empire around the fifth century CE lead to a decline in the trade in many luxury goods, including cosmetics. Although the sale and use of skin whiteners and other beauty preparations was less common in the Middle Ages, the beauty ideal of a white face with pink or reddened cheeks persisted in many parts of Europe. Fragmentary evidence suggests that some women continued to use skin whiteners, derived from flour or plant roots, along with ochre to achieve that ideal. For most women who lived in rural areas and whose livelihoods depended upon laboring outdoors, however, a smooth white and pink complexion remained a distant or practically impossible standard.²

Skin whiteners and especially those containing lead came back into fashion during the seventeenth century as the trade in luxury goods within and beyond Europe increased. As these cosmetics were quite expensive, they largely remained the preserve of elites. The most prized
preparations of white lead were imported from Venice, then a center of European high fashion.

Elizabeth I of England was among the most famous users of Venetian ceruse (see figure 2.1). Reportedly, she covered her white face paint with a thin glaze of egg white to create a mask-like appearance. Over time, Elizabeth used more ceruse to cover up the grayish pallor and premature aging of the skin that it caused. Contemporaries also used white lead to conceal scars left by diseases such as smallpox. They frequently offset their white facial paint with black patches, pieces of taffeta, velvet, or leather cut into various shapes that were placed on the face to cover more prominent blemishes, or simply to look fashionable (see figure 2.2).  

The seventeenth century also witnessed the publication of collections of cosmetic and other household recipes, formerly handed down within families, and an increase in itinerant traders selling cosmetic ingredients and preparations. Among the most popular recipes were those that promised to whiten or Blanch the skin, and remove freckles. Aimed at the more middling classes, they rarely called for costly white lead but included diverse ingredients ranging from egg whites, lemon juice, white wine, flour, plantain juice, almonds, rose-water, and rosemary to borax, tartar, sulphur, and mercury. White ingredients reduced to powder and blended with water, oil, or fat would have, like lead, provided a light-colored covering. Acidic ingredients would have acted as irritants or exfoliants, stripping away the top layers of the epidermis to reveal lighter, untanned layers beneath. Mercury alone would have contributed to lightening by interfering with the production of melanin at the molecular level.  

The heightened use of skin whiteners and lighteners, and other cosmetics in early modern Europe stemmed from various motivations and provoked mixed reactions. On the one hand, cosmetics signaled wealth and glamour, a life free of outdoor toil. Users valued their capacity to create dramatic and youthful appearances. In societies where old age began in one’s thirties,
preparations that promised unblemished skin and an almost porcelain-doll look held considerable appeal. The renewed popularity of skin whitening in Europe may have been partly fueled by greater contact with East Asian cultural practices and trade goods. In China and Japan, elite women and some men had long used white lead preparations and rice powder to achieve flawless complexions and a color that classical writers likened to translucent white jade or fresh lichee. As in Europe, smooth, untanned skin conveyed one’s privileged avoidance of outdoor labor.\(^5\)

The valuation of pale skin in early modern England, in particular, also coincided with the rise of the Atlantic slave trade and contributed to emerging notions of national and racial difference rooted in the distinction between “fairness” and “blackness.” In Elizabethan England, references to Aesop’s fable about the impossibility of “washing an Ethiopian white” commonly featured in engravings, poetry, and collections of proverbs. This fable drew attention to the darkness of Africans’ skin color and taught the moral that a person’s true nature could not be changed.\(^6\)

English fairness was highly gendered with women being more closely associated with whiteness and its aligned virtues of virginity and innocence. Painters of this period frequently placed black servants in the background of their portraits of aristocratic women to highlight their pale skin and superior status, and convey their purity and refinement. For instance, in his 1623 portrait of Elena Grimaldi, the Flemish Baroque artist Anthony van Dyck highlighted his subject’s regal whiteness by positioning behind her a young, dark-skinned servant boy holding a parasol that shielded her from the sun’s rays (see figure 2.3). To attain the fairness idealized in such portraits, some women used cosmetic whiteners.\(^7\)

Yet, the use of such cosmetics was frequently condemned. Critics argued that the opacity of whiteners concealed women’s true nature and sentiments, especially as expressed through
blushing. Cosmetics use stirred long-standing concerns about the relationship between surface appearances and inner substance. Popular discourse associated excessive use with licentious behavior and prostitution. In 1650, the English Parliament considered but did not pass a bill calling for the suppression of “the vice of painting” alongside “the immodest dress of women.” For those who supported the bill, cosmetics did not signal beauty and refinement but artifice, immorality, and duplicity. During the eighteenth century, as sumptuary codes loosened across much of Europe, some observers voiced increasing concern about women using cosmetics to pass for statuses that exceeded their actual stations. Women’s greater access to formerly rare beauty preparations meant that carefully painted visages no longer correlated to noble rank. At the same time, cosmetics were evoked to impugn national identities as when English writers compared their womenfolk’s moderate use of make up to French women’s garish and deceitful use.

Within the Netherlands, a center of early modern trade and the home of many of South Africa’s first European colonists, cosmetic practices and debates spanned a similar range. Few foreign visitors failed to be impressed by the Dutch obsession for cleaning their streets, houses, and, usually, themselves. An Englishman, Joseph Shaw, who traveled there in 1709 admired ordinary Dutch women for their beautiful yet plain faces. When he visited the house of correction for “fallen women” in Amsterdam, however, he saw dozens of women “patched and painted” and “clothed in the gay habiliments of love.” Calvinist preachers’ frequent condemnation of facial cosmetics and dyed wigs suggests that some in their congregations were tempted to wear them. Portrait paintings indicate that, as in England, the Dutch ideal of feminine beauty included smooth, white visages with pinkish cheeks.
Debates over the morality and health effects of cosmetics intensified in eighteenth-century France where elites, most famously Louis XV’s court, took paint and powder to new extremes and expanding consumer markets placed cosmetics manufactured by perfumers within the reach of more middle and working class people. Around mid-century, doctors joined the chorus of those warning of the dangers of cosmetics containing lead, mercury, arsenic, and other toxic compounds. In so doing, they extended male medical expertise into the largely female domain of the toilette. Rather than adopting the position of the Enlightened philosophes who condemned all cosmetics for sustaining aristocratic debauchery and encouraging social deceit, doctors wrote beauty manuals and columns that distinguished cosmetics containing “natural” vegetable and animal ingredients from those with mineral ingredients. They promoted the former, sometimes their own products, as beneficial while denouncing the latter as harmful. Such advice, partly rooted in empiricism, fit well with an emerging consumer ethos that shunned practices, including the use of white lead paint, which smacked of aristocratic excess but embraced the availability of small and affordable luxury goods for the urban bourgeois and working classes. Following the French revolution, most cosmetic users sought to apply powder and rouge in ways that created a white and pink visage but could not be easily detected. As cosmetics extended beyond the preserve of elites, their usage became less ostentatious.10

Similarly, advertisements for whiteners and lighteners that appeared in The Times of London in the late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-centuries stressed both the natural look they produced and their safety. The proprietors of British Perfume Warehouse, for example, boasted that their “delicate preparation” gave “to the brownest complexion a fairness equal to Nature’s most favourite tint, yet the most intimate acquaintance cannot discover the smallest appearance of art.” To reassure consumers, the advertisement promised an in-kind refund if, after a week, “a
lady does not find her face, neck, and arms made by it delicately white, fair and beautiful.”

Moreover, it referenced an affidavit, prepared by the owner, declaring that the preparation contained “no kind of paint . . . whatsoever.” Advertisers combined such reassurances with names that evoked an Orientalist exoticism as in the case of “Turkish Wash,” or French sophistication as with “Bloom of Ninon de L’Enclos,” named after a seventeenth-century courtesan revered for her wit and beauty.

Overseas colonial empires contributed to the democratization of cosmetics by fueling early modern Europe’s economic revolutions. The extraction of resources and trade in products from colonies in the Americas, Asia, and Africa enabled European economies to transition from mercantile capitalism to industrial and, later, consumer capitalism. As Sidney Mintz demonstrated in his pioneering history of sugar in the Caribbean and Britain, colonialism and slavery not only entailed new forms of production on various sides of the Atlantic; they also spurred new patterns of consumption across the class spectrum. Cosmetics use in Europe was part of the broader consumer revolution engendered by imperial economic growth.

How exactly colonialism and slavery shaped the specific cosmetic practices of whitening and lightening is difficult to determine. As political formations, both colonialism and slavery were rooted in the construction and perpetuation of difference – difference that distinguished the free from the enslaved, and colonizers from the colonized. What European slave owners and colonizers considered the most salient differences, however, was neither constant nor consistent. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Spanish, Portuguese, French, and British explorers and traders frequently distinguished themselves from the inhabitants of the Americas and Africa by religion and morality: they were Christians and righteous while those they conquered and enslaved were pagan and sinful. Alternatively, as we saw in chapter one with the
Dutch at the Cape, European colonizers could distinguish themselves through bodily features like smell or clothing. Over the eighteenth century as Europeans elaborated politically potent systems of racial classification, they increasingly focused on the somatic feature of skin color as a primary means for differentiating races and especially for distinguishing themselves from Africans and people of African descent.\textsuperscript{14} This transformation heightened the possibility that cosmetic whitening and lightening – beauty practices primarily associated in the Mediterranean and European world with creating a refined, feminine, and youthful appearance – might be used to safeguard or claim racial privilege.

When Europeans colonized parts of the Americas, Asia, and Africa, they took with them their cosmetic practices and debates, including those surrounding whiteners and lighteners. The English-language cookbooks and medical manuals that British colonists brought with them to the Americas in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, for example, routinely contained recipes for “Italian” whiteners and for removing freckles and sunburn. Such preparations were also among the most common skin care products advertised in early southern U.S. newspapers.\textsuperscript{15} Fragmentary evidence suggests that in colonial contexts where people of color, especially those who were free and of mixed European and African descent, had some opportunities for social mobility, these cosmetics were especially popular. A number of observers of West Indies society in the 1760s and 1770s described how both black and white women (and, on occasion, men) used cashew oil, an irritant, to remove freckles and sunburn, and bonneted their heads and masked their faces to avoid being tanned by the sun. White creole women reportedly adopted the practice of masking from “free mulatto women” while some even sent their daughters back to the metropole where, away from the tropical sun, they might obtain a classic “red and white roses” English complexion. These accounts demonstrate how long-standing practices of whitening,
lightening, and sun avoidance could acquire a pointedly racialized dimension in colonial societies, particularly among those trying to ascend the social ladder or fearful of sliding down it.\(^{16}\)

\* \* \* \* \* \* \* \*

At the Cape Colony, cosmetics practices circulated among a highly diverse and stratified but relatively small population. Most of the early employees of the Dutch East India Company (Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie – VOC) were of Dutch or German origin. Before the end of the seventeenth-century, they were joined by Huguenots seeking escape from religious persecution in France and other VOC employees, who on return voyages from Batavia and other colonies further east, decided to settle at the Cape. As company officials, farmers, and skilled artisans, some of these immigrants were reasonably affluent while many others came from the lowest rungs of European society, venturing to imperial outposts in search of opportunity. By 1717, the free population of the Cape amounted to only 2,000. Throughout the eighteenth-century, free men outnumbered free women by about three to two while the entire free population was slightly outnumbered by enslaved peoples brought mainly from Madagascar and Indonesia and, later, from India, Ceylon, and Mozambique. As discussed in chapter one, the indigenous inhabitants of the western Cape, the Khoisan, experienced conquest in ways that greatly diminished the size and wealth of their populations, and pushed remaining members into the colony’s underclass or towards its outskirts. By 1795, the year the British first took over the Cape Colony (only to lose it to the Dutch in 1803 and regain it in 1806), the total population stood at approximately 30,000, divided nearly equally between free and slave.\(^{17}\)

Migrants to southern Africa brought with them a range of cosmetic practices. During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, European women of means or for more formal occasions
followed metropolitan trends, using white powder and lead paint, and rouge. Some also applied black patches to their faces. We know much less about ways of caring for and coloring skin that people from South and Southeast Asia, and Madagascar brought with them, and if and how those practices continued. In much of the Indian Ocean region, turmeric was rubbed over the bodies of brides and grooms to create an auspicious yellow or golden hue that promised success and fertility. Applied together with a rice paste, turmeric was said to “cool” and “comfort” the couple. People used sandalwood powder alone or with turmeric to clear blemishes, and soften and smoothen the skin. Oils also were applied to moisturize. In Madagascar, women often used white clay or kaolin, sometimes mixed with saffron, to create designs of white and yellow dots and lines on their foreheads and cheeks. Such designs, known as tabaké, aimed to beautify, to protect the wearer from malicious spirits and female rivals, and to reignite the passions of former lovers and unfaithful husbands (see figure 2.4). Related preparations, derived from clay and the bark of special trees, were applied to the entire face, kept on for a day or more, and then removed to reveal skin that was softer and more attractive. In some areas of South Asia under Turkish, Mughal, and, later, Portuguese and British rule, an aesthetic preference for light colored skin developed. Fragmentary evidence suggests that in those areas some people prepared botanical mixtures aimed at achieving this ideal. It is unclear, however, if the South Asians who came to southern Africa as slaves during seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, or indentured servants in the nineteenth carried any of these preference or practices with them.

Well-to-do women in the Dutch colonial outposts, including the Cape, often used parasols and umbrellas to signal their elite status and protect their skin from the sun’s rays. Nicolaus de Graff, a VOC official stationed in seventeenth-century Batavia, complained of “Dutch, Mestiza and Half-Caste” women who displayed “extreme splendor and hauteur” by
walking to church each Sunday followed by slaves carrying parasols to shield them from the “fierce heat.” Such parasol-wielding parades grew not from an imitation of Dutch bourgeois culture but from a familiarity with Asian and overseas Portuguese displays of status. Across Asia, the well-to-do used parasols of various sizes and ornamentation to convey their precise rank and prevent tanning.\textsuperscript{20} And, as we saw with Van Dyck’s portrait of Elena Grimaldi, by the seventeenth century, the figure of the dark-skinned servant or slave with parasol had also become a trope in European portraiture, used most notably to accentuate the fairness and refinement of elite women. Artists who drew colonial Cape Town’s urban landscape also frequently depicted upper-class women and sometimes men with parasols in hand or being attended by slaves with them (see figure 2.5).\textsuperscript{21}

Beginning in the 1640s, VOC officials in Batavia tried to forbid the practice of parasols being held overhead by slaves, explaining that it was done “more from pomposity than out of any necessity.” As has so often been true in the history of sumptuary laws, their efforts bore little fruit and, over the subsequent century, the practice spread to men. In 1753, as a part of wide-ranging set of regulations aimed at curbing sartorial extravagance and preventing bankruptcy among the lower orders of the VOC, the governor-general of Batavia prohibited junior company officials and their associates from using large parasols or wax umbrellas. European women were excluded from this prohibition, presumably out of a racialized desire to maintain their privileged status and fair appearances. With a few minor adjustments, the governor-general of Cape Town adopted these same regulations. The fact that VOC officials promulgated sumptuary laws that were unknown in the Netherlands reveals how the growing colonial impetus to establish and maintain racial hierarchies could turn seemingly small matters of dress and appearance into political concerns.\textsuperscript{22}
Over the course of the eighteenth-century at the Cape, as in other European imperial outposts, skin color increasingly became a defining feature of race and respectability. Although at the start of the century, it was possible, if not common, for a freeborn person of mixed parentage with the support of a well-connected European father, to be assimilated into the respectable ranks of Cape society, by the end, it had become much more difficult. The racialization of respectability directly shaped the politics of personal appearance as wealthier men and women sought to keep up with latest European fashions from France and elsewhere. Revealing an increasing color-consciousness in Cape law, in 1765, the government responded to white unease with free black women who appeared to place themselves on par or above “respectable burghers’ wives” by amending the 1753 sumptuary laws. The amendment prohibited them from wearing colored silk clothing, hooped skirts, fine lace, fancy hats, curled hair, and jeweled earrings. This promulgation reveals how some free black women sought to achieve respectability through crafting stylized European appearances, and how some whites viewed such self-fashioning as undermining the colonial racial order.

The cultivation of fashionable appearances continued to be part of some black women’s broader efforts to garner resources and respect into the nineteenth century. In an account of Cape Town’s social life, William Wilberforce Bird, a British official stationed there in 1822, discusses the “rainbow balls,” whose name referenced the people of “different hue[s]” who attended from “this many coloured town.” The dances brought together well-to-do, mainly white, men and “slave girls of the first class, and girls who had acquired their freedom.” In this social space between and apart from the city’s English and Cape-Dutch balls, and the “negroe” ones on its outskirts, Wilberforce described how black women imitated “the manner, conversation, and dancing of their mistresses, and nearly equal them in dress.” Three decades later, Lucie Duff
Gordon, another English visitor considered by latter-day historians to be a relatively sympathetic observer of the Cape’s black population, wrote a letter home expressing her incredulity at the expense and attention that black women from Cape Town and its environs devoted to their dressing tables: “The first few shillings that a coloured woman has to spend on her cottage go in[to] – what do you think – a grand toilet table of worked muslin over pink, all set with little ‘objects’.” During the Victorian era, dressing tables laden with combs, brushes, mirrors, jewelry boxes, and lidded jars for discreetly decanting powders, creams, and perfumes became standard features in many middle and working class homes. Yet, for Duff Gordon, poor black women’s possession of such items devoted to beautifying and pampering themselves was nothing less than absurd: “Now, what is the use or comfort of a duchesse [dressing table with a mirror] to a Hottentot family? I shall never see those toilets again without thinking of Hottentots – what a baroque association of ideas!”

Although the men who attended the “rainbow balls” appreciated the results of black women’s primping, a white woman of Duff Gordon’s status and sensibility had a difficult time associating beautification and self-valuation with black women.

Although we have no way of knowing what precise preparations filled the cosmetic jars that graced these black women’s dressing tables, we do know that the ingredients and recipes needed for making skin whiteners and lighteners were available in the nineteenth-century Cape Colony. The earliest issues of the *Cape Town Gazette and African Advertiser*, the first newspaper to be published in Africa, from 1800 included ads for white lead. Listed together with verdigrise, a pigment used to make green paint, the trader likely had the painting of walls and canvases rather than faces in mind when advertising white lead. Nonetheless, an enterprising apothecary – Cape Town boasted twelve such professionals by 1820 – or a homespun beautician could have mixed up a batch of white facial paint. Ingredients like egg whites, lemons, buttermilk, chalk,
flour, and rice starch needed to make pastes and powders that produced a white or light but less
dramatic look would have been readily available at the Cape. Recipes for making these
cosmetics were to be found in the household management and beauty manuals that Europeans
brought with them as they migrated to the United States, Australia, and, especially following on
the diamond and gold discoveries of the 1860s and 1880s, to southern Africa. To achieve fair
complexions, such manuals instructed women to avoid the sun from an early age, to develop
diets full of white meat and milk and devoid of salty and spicy foods, and, if possible, to never
start using harsh cosmetics, especially white face paint. In subsequent decades, similar
homemade whitening and lightening remedies appeared in beauty advice columns in South
African newspapers and magazines.

In western Europe and the United States, significant shifts occurred in cosmetic fashions
and manufacturing over the course of the nineteenth century. As we saw in the case of France,
even by end of the previous century, white facial paint had begun to be replaced with powders
and lotions that promised a pale yet “natural” appearance. This change in cosmetic fashion was
spurred by popular rejection of the ostentatious displays associated with the ancien régime, the
ascension of the youthful and modest Victoria to the British throne in 1837, and growing health
concerns over lead. It also coincided with the growth of cosmetics manufacturing. Rather than
going to a local perfumer or chemist to order a powder or cream or mixing it up at home, many
women could now buy prepackaged cosmetics from the shelves of trading, drug, and department
stores. Advertised on billboards and in newspapers, commercial cosmetics came in colorful and
shapely jars and bottles that enhanced the dressing tables of middle and working class women.

They also posed new problems. Beginning in the mid-nineteenth century, British and
U.S. physicians warned, in medical journals and more popular publication like The Times
(London), Scientific American, and The Ladies’ Home Journal that many commercial cosmetics contained dangerous ingredients – arsenic, mercury, and especially lead – but rarely disclosed them on their labels. Patients, they reported, presented in various stages of poisoning, some too late to be saved. Suggesting how women considered cosmetics use a private and somewhat shameful practice, most only admitted to applying skin whiteners and lighteners after persistent questioning. Physicians’ proposed solution to the problem, like that of their French predecessors, extended medical expertise, overwhelmingly male, into this female arena of bodily care and adornment. They argued that only licensed chemists, acting on a doctor’s prescription, should be allowed to dispense such cosmetics. Some also called for the enactment of a law that would require cosmetic manufacturers to provide labels listing products’ ingredients and would prohibit the inclusion of “more dangerous metals.” In the United States, such federal regulation did not exist until the passage of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act in 1938.31

From the mid-nineteenth century onwards, South African newspapers carried advertisements for manufactured cosmetics. In 1840, James Divine, a merchant in Cape Town, promoted a range of cosmetics including white face powders and rouges imported from France. Other advertisements appeared for Rowland’s “Kalydor,” a lightening preparation made in London that promised to render “the most sallow complexion delicately fair, clear, and delightfully soft” and to eradicate “freckles, tan, pimples, spots, discoloration.” Reflecting both the appeal of exotic beauty preparations to European consumers and growing concerns about the harmful effects of ingredients like lead, Rowland’s touted its product as “an eastern botanical discovery” that was free of “all mineral admixture.” Chemical analyses undertaken by U.S. physicians in the 1870s and 1880s, however, found that “Kalydor” contained mercury.32 By the turn-of-the-century, newspapers in Johannesburg carried advertisements for creams and soaps
such as “La-rola” and “Cuticura” that promised to lighten the skin and remove freckles, and beauty columns that offered advice on how to maintain a pale complexion in the region’s harsh climate.\(^{33}\)

Following the formation of the Union of South Africa in 1910 and the First World War, advertising in the country’s major commercial newspapers expanded and the region’s first pictorial magazines, also targeting a largely white readership, were launched. Elsewhere in the world, such periodicals garnered a substantial portion of revenue from advertising cosmetics.\(^{34}\) In South Africa too, such magazines became important venues for cosmetics advertisements. *The South African Lady’s Pictorial and Home Journal* and *South African Pictorial: Stage and Cinema* featured articles and photos about U.S. and European entertainers and film stars, offered beauty advice and organized beauty contests, and ran various ads. In the same pages where readers gazed upon close-ups of cover girls with pale, flawless skin, they learned of cosmetics, many imported from England and the United States, which promised the same look. These magazines tied increased cosmetics use to photography and motion pictures. One British film producer, in an interview reprinted in *South African Pictorial*, complained of the excessive use of make-up by film actresses as “one of the evils of mechanical production.”\(^{35}\) Elsewhere, the same magazine noted that ordinary women’s cosmetics practices had shifted from a subtle application that was “not usually mentioned in polite circles” to being, among urban working women at least, bold and irreverent: “not for a minute does she [the “modern typist”] imagine that anyone imagines the tints are her own.”\(^{36}\)

The range of beauty services and products available to white women with some money was substantial. Hair salons and beauty parlors existed in all the major South African cities and towns.\(^{37}\) Advertisements promoted perfumes, shampoos, hair lotions, soaps, lip salves, eyebrow
tonics, powders, and “liquid powders” (foundations). Demonstrating that cosmetic manufacturers did not try to appeal across all of South Africa’s racial categories, shades of powder only stretched from peach bloom, white, pink, and pale pink to rachel (reddish-pink), pale rachel, and peach blossom. Even purveyors of blood and liver purifiers dabbled in the beauty market by promising that their pills and tonics could clarify and smoothen complexions, and eliminate sallowness.

Amid this panoply of beauty services and products, claims to smoothening, whitening, and lightening skin were ubiquitous. Salons advertised their ability to remove blemishes, moles, superfluous hairs, and lines through “electrolysis” and “electric face bleaching massage.” A number of products marketed as “skin food” and ostensibly manufactured by women – either foreign (Mrs. Pomeroy, Madame Mack) or local (Madam Lydiard, Madame J. Bernard) – promised to whiten the skin and remove all “sunburn, freckles, and wrinkles.” If they lived up to their claims, these cosmetics would have altered the skin not by adding a coat of white color as did earlier paints and powders but by acting as irritants or abrasives that removed the outer tanned layers of the epidermis to reveal the lighter layers beneath. Consumers could purchase these products at chemists or by post; advertisements also encouraged them to send for free testimonials or write for personal advice.

Still other skin lighteners were marketed as “freckle waxes” or “freckle creams.” An advertisement, masquerading as a beauty advice column authored by an actress, recommended “jettaline” for removing freckles and clarifying the complexion: “You apply it at night as you would cold cream and it dissolves or absorbs the minute particles of discoloured scarf skin, leaving the newly revealed complexion underneath free from blemishes.” Advertisements for another product similarly claimed to work overnight and offered a money-back promise, “Here’s
a chance, Miss Freckle-face, to try a new remedy for freckles with the guarantee of a reliable dealer that it will not cost you a penny unless it removes the freckles. While some consumers applied freckle creams at night and washed them off in the morning, others used them during the day as a base before applying powder. It is difficult to know what, if any, active ingredients these skin lighteners contained as advertisements rarely mention chemical compounds and few regulatory or business records exist. It is likely, however, that, as in the United States, most products marketed as freckle waxes and creams contained ammoniated mercury or bichloride of mercury (also known as corrosive sublimate).

As we have seen, since the middle of the nineteenth century, medical experts had increasingly decried the health effects of cosmetics containing heavy metals. But whereas physicians and pharmacists denounced arsenic and lead in quite adamant and consistent terms, some continued to recommend mercury in prescribed amounts as an effective treatment for skin infections, particularly acne, and for fading freckles, scars, and other areas of darker pigmentation. U.S. popular publications like *The Sun* (Baltimore) and *Scientific American*, and trade journals like *Druggists’ Circular and Chemical Gazette* carried both articles warning of the dangers of mercury in cosmetics and recipes for freckle creams that contained it. Skin lighteners with mercury appealed to consumers by offering a more “natural” look than had previous whitening paints and powders.

Medical and cosmetics experts of the period debated whether mercury actually prevented pigmentation or, like other irritants, simply removed the top, tanned layers of the epidermis. We now know that mercury, in fact, lightens by both mechanisms: it inhibits the formation of melanin by rendering inactive the enzyme tyrosinase, and exfoliates through the hydrochloric acid generated as the mercury salts interact with the skin. Despite earlier physicians’
disagreements about mercury’s lightening mechanism, they concurred that while it might temporarily lighten skin, prolonged use at higher concentrations could result in patches of darker pigmentation as the mercury oxidized and deposited in the skin. Operating as a poison, it could also lead to other, more systemic health problems.\textsuperscript{48}

Two of the freckle creams and waxes sold in early twentieth-century South Africa definitely contained mercury. “Stillman’s Freckle Cream” and “Mercolized Wax” were both manufactured in the U.S. Midwest and first marketed in South Africa during the 1910s.\textsuperscript{49} The maker of Mercolized Wax, the Dearborn Company, specifically targeted sunny imperial outposts like Australia, India, and South Africa. Soon after the company trademarked their product, the American Medical Association denounced it as a “caustic poison.” Tests done by municipal health departments found that it contained ten per cent ammoniated mercury, quite high for a cosmetic preparation.\textsuperscript{50} For consumers, this formula resulted in dramatic short-term results. One user, a white American woman who had traveled with her naval officer father to Samoa in 1912, testified in a letter home to her aunt: “I can’t say enough in praise of mercolized wax – have used it [for two months] . . . and now have a complexion like ‘baby’s’. Really it is fine.”\textsuperscript{51} Some of the advertisements that appeared in the South African press echoed this young woman’s words with the slogan “complexion soft and clear as baby’s” while others, presented as part of faux beauty advice columns, stressed its ability to remove “freckles, tan, moth patches, liver spots, pimples, etc.”\textsuperscript{52} By 1940, some advertisements may have sought to appeal more explicitly to the country’s intricate calculus of color and race by claiming that Mercolized Wax could make skin “several shades lighter.”\textsuperscript{53}

Part of the popularity of skin lighteners and freckle creams among white women, during the early twentieth-century, stemmed from a new passion for the outdoors. In 1903, a Danish
physician won the Nobel Prize in Medicine for demonstrating that ultra-violet light was beneficial for tuberculosis patients. This recognition spurred the establishment of an increasing number of sanatoria in warm, dry climates and contributed to medical experts’ growing enthusiasm for heliotherapy – sun treatment – as a cure for other ailments including rickets and lupus, and an overall boon for the body’s mental and physical well-being.\textsuperscript{54} Belief in the sun’s health benefits also informed the new woman’s and, soon after, the flapper’s or modern girl’s embrace of outdoor activities including swimming, golf, and tennis. These trends began to reverse the centuries-long association in Europe and the United States of pale, white skin with elite status.\textsuperscript{55} Skin lightener manufacturers responded by explaining how their products enabled “girls” to enjoy the outdoors while preventing or removing its darkening and roughening effects.\textsuperscript{56} A “Nyal Face Cream” advertisement that appeared in the \textit{Cape Times} in 1927, for example, featured the drawing of a bobbed-hair young woman at the seaside and announced its ability to protect “against sunburn, windburn and chap” (see figure 2.6).\textsuperscript{57} With images of stylish and self-assured flappers and copy describing users as “outdoor girl,” “open-air girl,” “trim girl,” and, most remarkably, “improved peroxide girl,” other manufacturers similarly marketed skin lighteners to a new generation of women.\textsuperscript{58} Beginning in the mid-1920s, more and more white women in South Africa and elsewhere embraced tanning as an expression of privilege, beauty, and sensuality. This embrace, which will be examined more fully in chapter four, transformed skin whiteners and lighteners from cosmetics widely used by white women to being primarily associated with women of color.

* * * * *

In southern Africa, two social institutions were crucial to enabling cosmetics recipes, commercial products, and their advertisements to circulate beyond the white consumers for
whom they were originally intended: domestic service and mission schools. Through these institutions, the region’s indigenous inhabitants came into intimate contact with new ideas and practices regarding domesticity, hygiene, and bodily appearances. It was in these two crucibles laden with unequal power relations that southern African practices of smearing, oiling, and coloring and notions of brightness/lightness, discussed in chapter one, most directly encountered and were reshaped by ways of caring for the skin and conceiving of its color brought by immigrants from Madagascar, South Asia, Southeast Asia, and especially Europe.

Domestic service was the earliest and most effective means by which colonists incorporated indigenous and enslaved peoples into their households and colonial society, more generally. Eva, the Khoi women who proved the early VOC’s most adept intercultural mediator and married the company’s Danish surgeon, gained her fluency in Dutch language, dress, and manners through serving as a nursemaid in the household of Jan Van Riebeeck, the founding commander of the colony. Indicating just how important bodily appearances were in demarcating the colonial world from the indigenous, the young Eva swapped her Dutch clothes for greased skins when visiting her clan.59 Many enslaved people, especially women owned by either VOC officials or other townspeople, worked as household cleaners, cooks, and child minders, often sleeping in their owners’ kitchens.60 Through such work and living arrangements, domestic laborers gained firsthand knowledge of how both European colonists and slaves, mainly from the Indian Ocean region, cared for and cultivated their bodies. As we have seen, in the most affluent homes in Cape Town or for special occasions, such bodily routines included paints and powders that whitened, and parasols that protected the skin from the subtropical sun. They may have also entailed the use of turmeric and rice paste as part of wedding preparations, and sandalwood and oils for clarifying and softening the skin.
These routines both resonated with and departed from indigenous ones. African practices of smearing with oil, ochre, and charcoal also moisturized and protected bodies from harsh elements but they did not produce a white or lighter-colored veneer. Only some people’s ritual use of white clay, botanical lightening agents, or seclusion, especially as part of female initiation, whitened or lightened appearances. White clay’s association with potent connections to the spiritual world and ancestors differed greatly from the varied notions of refinement, luxury, and artifice that Europeans attached to white paints and powders. On the other hand, the quality of brightness/lightness, discussed in the previous chapter, that some female initiates or brides sought to achieve through using botanical lightening agents or avoiding the sun was akin to the lighter, smoother, more youthful look that European women sought with paints, powders, and parasols. In its spiritual connotations, it was also akin to South and Southeast Asian practices of coloring brides and grooms an auspicious golden hue. Perhaps these resonances caught the attention of some domestic servants, encouraging them to recast appearances reserved for rituals into a part of more everyday routines.

As European colonists spread into the northern and eastern Cape, Natal, the Orange Free State, and the Transvaal, domestic servants remained indispensable to their households. On rural farms and frontier homesteads, they learned and performed a wide range of duties, often times alongside their white female employers or owners, that included washing, sewing, knitting, cooking, baking, churning butter, salting meat, and making candles. If their employers or owners had the inclination or necessity to mix up a recipe from a household management or beauty manual, domestic laborers would have likely witnessed, if not directly aided, them. Whereas in the nineteenth-century Cape and Orange Free State, most domestic servants in settler households were black women, in the Transvaal and Natal, including the cities of Johannesburg, Pretoria,
and Durban, most were black men. A small number of recently immigrated white women also worked as domestic laborers in the Cape and Transvaal. Such regional variations in the racial and gender composition of this work force resulted from a number factors. Most significantly, in the early phase of colonization, African male elders were reluctant for wives, daughters, and other female kin to migrate and work in white households for fear of losing their considerable productive and reproductive labor at home, and leaving them socially and sexually vulnerable. In areas like the Cape and the Orange Free State where women dominated the domestic work force from the start, they either were coerced into service following minor infractions of colonial law or propelled by dire conditions of warfare, famine, and land alienation. Other black women sought employment in white households to avoid arranged marriages or abusive home lives.

Over the first half of the twentieth century, the overall gender pattern became more homogenous as black women grew to dominate the domestic work force in the Transvaal and Natal as well. The initial shift was spurred by the “black peril” scares of the 1890s and early 1900s when accusations and anxiety over black men raping white women reached fevered pitch and prompted some to argue that all black men working within the intimate space of the home should be replaced by black women. The shift was also aided by heightened demands from mining and secondary industries for black male labor, the erosion of Africans’ access to land in rural areas, and the increased subordination of black households to the region’s capitalist economy. Domestic service became, by far, the most common form of paid employment for black South African women: in the 1940s, three out of every four employed African and coloured women were domestic servants. And, as anthropologist Philip Mayer observed in East London during the 1950s, such employment provided African girls and women with unparalleled knowledge of white domestic habits and their associated consumer goods.61
Mission schooling was the second social crucible within which Africans learned a great deal about European bodily practices. It was also pivotal in training Africans for domestic service and ensuring that, over time, it became an occupation filled almost exclusively by black women. From the establishment of the first continuous stations at the Cape in the 1790s, missionaries taught the importance of cleanliness and clothing to Christianity. In the Eastern Cape, converts were soon known as the “dressed ones” while those who continued to offer sacrifices to the ancestors, and smear ochre on their bodies and animal skins were known as the “red ones.” Over the course of the nineteenth century, missionaries increasingly linked domesticity and hygiene to Christian salvation, “civilization,” and racial progress. And in keeping with Victorian ideologies, they positioned women as the custodians of the home. Mission schools taught African girls and young women domestic skills alongside of reading, writing, and arithmetic. As boys and young men learned the vocations of building, carpentry, quarrying, brickmaking, agriculture, blacksmithing, and shoemaking, their female counterparts studied domestic science, laundry work, needlework, cookery, and home nursing. The purpose of such schooling was intentionally two-fold: it prepared African girls and women to be Christian wives and mothers, and skilled domestic servants. While a few female mission graduates became teachers and, later, nurses, the vast majority found employment in white households.62

Cosmetics were likely never a formal part of any mission curricula. Whereas soap was a key ingredient in mission domesticity, cosmetics embodied the luxurious and self-indulgent elements of European culture that most nineteenth-century missionaries rejected. In Africa, missionaries sought to promote a simple, wholesome, and largely rural way of life that they viewed as rapidly disappearing with industrialization and the spread of consumer capitalism in Europe and the United States. Later, in the twentieth century, school regulations specifically
forbade the wearing of cosmetics by pupils as missionaries considered such items an affront to the sort of Christianity that they sought to cultivate.⁶³

Nonetheless, in a number of vital ways, missionaries laid the foundations for a southern African black consumer culture that included skin lighteners and other cosmetics. First, mission schools contributed to black consumer culture by teaching literacy in African and European languages. Through reading, students and graduates engaged diverse media that were, in part, the product of Western consumer cultures and described the inner workings of those cultures in great detail. Such media ranged from imported magazines, popular novels, and advice literature to local newspapers and journals that eventually ran extensive advertisements and columns with tips on household management, beauty, and love. Second, mission schools taught that new domestic and bodily routines, modeled after those practiced by Europeans and Americans, were essential to becoming Christian, “civilized,” and, later, “modern.” And, over time, those routines increasingly involved the purchase of commodities. For example, whereas at the start of the nineteenth century, many missionaries and their converts made their own soap, by the turn-of-the-century, they bought bar soap manufactured by British companies like Lever Brothers and Pears, or by local competitors such as the Transvaal Soap Company. By that time, Vaseline petroleum jelly had also started circulating in southern Africa. With very little marketing from the U.S. manufacturer Chesebrough, Africans adopted Vaseline as the preferred product for smearing. Vaseline, like previously used animal fats and plant oils, moisturized the skin and provided it with a protective sheen while offering a new scent and arriving in mass-manufactured bottles. Missionaries laid the groundwork for such commodity adoptions and adaptations by denigrating African bodily practices as “barbaric” and “backward” and yoking Christianity to domestic and bodily regimes that relied on commodities.⁶⁴
Together, domestic service and mission schools bolstered colonial and, later, segregationist ideologies that held women more responsible than men for bodily care and appearances, and situated the hygienic routines of middle-class white settlers and missionaries as enabling and embodying racial progress. They also fueled a kind of gendered and racialized commodity fetishism that imbued toiletries with the power to domesticate unruly bodies and subjects. Some of the most disturbing imperial meditations on the abilities and limits of commodities to “civilize” are soap and detergent advertisements that evoked and updated Aesop’s fable of “washing the Ethiopian white.” Appearing at the height of the “scramble for Africa” and the elaboration of scientific racism, these advertisements for Pears’ soap (see figures 2.7 and 2.8) mockingly played upon the impossibility of turning black people’s skin white despite their adoption of European dress and hygiene routines. Such advertisements aligned the cleansing commodity of soap with Britain’s “civilizing mission” while insisting that some racial differences could never be transcended. For imperial sensibilities, the jest that some commodities could whiten black skin was both a source of humor and an anxious assertion of white superiority.

By the turn-of-the-twentieth-century, whites were no longer the only immigrants seeking to spread the imperial triumvirate of civilization, Christianity, and cleanliness in southern Africa. Beginning in the 1890s, African American performers and missionaries combined propagation of the three C’s with a message of “racial uplift.” This combination proved a pointed retort to the kind of degrading racism expressed in the Pears’ advertisements. The most popular black evangelists were the Virginia Jubilee Singers, a group of ten graduates of the Hampton Institute, who between 1890 and 1898 toured South Africa and performed hundreds of concerts of American Negro spirituals, and dramatic and comedic skits (see figure 2.9. With their stage
talent, immaculate Victorian manners, and, in the words of black South Africa’s foremost newspaper editor, “smart and tidy” appearances, the Virginia Jubilee Singers moved white audiences to tears and became, for black viewers, powerful racial role models of what might be achieved through advanced schooling, Christian devotion, and commercial entrepreneurialism. African American missionaries of the African Methodist Episcopal Church arrived in South Africa during the same decade and similarly contributed to opening a trans-Atlantic political and cultural dialogue over what it meant to be civilized, Christian, and black. This dialogue grew to include the circulation of African American publications and products, and black South Africans traveling to the United States for higher education. As we shall see, African American influences also shaped debates over black South Africans’ use of cosmetics, especially skin whiteners and lighteners.

* * * * *

The cosmetics that European colonists brought with them to southern Africa included whitening and lightening preparations that had been developed and used over centuries in the Mediterranean, Near Eastern, and Far Eastern world. Users of these cosmetics, mainly elite women, valued them for the refined, feminine, and youthful appearances they helped to create. In the early modern period, the era when Europeans first colonized southern Africa, the meaning and scale of these practices began to shift. As Europeans elaborated political hierarchies rooted in racial difference, and skin color became one of the key somatic markers of that difference, whitening and lightening cosmetics acquired more racialized associations. For some, their use became part of broader efforts to secure racial privilege. At the same time, the number of European women using cosmetics, especially those like lighteners that enhanced “natural” looks rather than creating ostentatious appearances, increased as the industrial and consumer
revolutions moved these items beyond the preserve of elites and made them accessible to the middle and working classes.

From personal correspondence, travelers’ accounts, and advertisements, we know that skin whiteners and lighteners were among the cosmetics used by European colonists in southern Africa. We also know much about the two social crucibles – domestic service and mission schools – through which the region’s heterogenous black population would have gained knowledge of these and other imported bodily practices. We know little, however, about what they made of them during the seventeenth through early twentieth centuries. Did most domestic servants and Christian converts who encountered whiteners and lighteners view them as exotic, frivolous, or irrelevant items? For those who were intrigued, did they recognize these cosmetic practices as akin to ways of caring for and coloring the skin that were indigenous to the Indian Ocean region or southern Africa? Alternatively, did they see them as something entirely new? And for those black consumers who eventually used these preparations and products, did they understand them as just one, not very distinctive element, of increasingly hegemonic bodily routines introduced by European colonists? Or did they view them as possessing a special capacity to brighten and lighten one’s complexion or to alter incrementally one’s skin color and standing within the region’s racial hierarchy?

An ethnographic account from the Eastern Cape in the early 1930s suggests just how challenging it is to answer such questions. In chapter one, we considered Monica Hunter’s account of Xhosa female initiates in seclusion smearing chewed Tambookie grass roots on themselves to achieve the bodily state and aesthetic ideal of brightness/lightness. Although Hunter did not specifically discuss the origins of this practice, she situated it as a part of long-standing “pagan” rites of passage and contrasted it with wedding preparations undertaken by
African Christians. Regarding the latter group, she described how in the weeks after the banns were announced in church but before the wedding was held, the bride-to-be confined herself in a hut at her parents’ home and, if she went out, covered herself in a blanket with a handkerchief over her face. During confinement, she rubbed egg whites onto her face and body “to give herself a light complexion.” While to Hunter this appeared as an obvious Christian reworking of older initiation practices, she noted that practitioners disagreed: “Christians are indignant at any suggestion that this seclusion is really an adaptation of the initiation ceremonies.”

Whereas egg whites were often part of European whitening and lightening cosmetic recipes discussed in this chapter, they were not among the substances that Africans had formerly used to moisturize or protect their skin or make it glisten. Its use by these brides-to-be suggests how some African Christians, through their close contact with European missionaries, incorporated new substances, perhaps ones viewed as less spiritually laden or more refined or “Western,” into efforts to achieve the pre-nuptial ideal of brightness/lightness. From Hunter’s account alone, it is impossible to know if and how this ideal had become inflected by conceptions of racial whiteness with its colonial connotations of power, beauty, and intelligence. Hunter’s account, however, does reveal that these African Christians insisted on a profound religious difference between the bodily practices of “reds” and themselves, even when their form and material effects seemed quite similar.

Such evidence reminds us that by attending to the body’s surface, people sought not just to alter their appearances but to forge relations between the mundane and the spiritual, and the inner self and the outer world. The next chapter will examine discussions and debates over female beauty and black women’s use of whiteners and lighteners that took place in the South African newspaper Bantu World during the 1930s. By this time, many of the mission-educated
Africans who wrote and read this newspaper understood women’s looks and cosmetic practices as linked to race and respectability, though not always in the same ways.
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